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1 ðÒÅÐÒÉÎÔ1. IntroductionOne of main ecological problems in the exclusion zone, that is connectedwith consequences of the accident at the Chernobyl nuclear power plant,consists in transport (migration) of radionuclides with ground and sub-terranean water in the system \water pumping of near-by Chernobylplant zone { the river Prypjat' { cascade of Dnieper storage lakes".Spreading radionuclides in atmosphere, ground, lakes, rivers after Cher-nobyl disaster is studied in many works [Accident...(1986), ArutyunyanR.V. et al (1993), Asmolov V.G. et al (1988), Avramenko V.I. et al(1992), Baryakhtar V.G., Honchar V.Yu. and Yanovskij V.V. (1993),Bogatov S.A. et al (1990), Borzilov V.A. (1991), Garcher E.K. et al(1992), Information...(1986), Lebedyev I.A. et al (1992), Makhonko K.P.et al (1992), Orlov M.Yu. et al (1992), Silantjev A.N. et al (1989),Sobotovich E.V. and Chabanenko S.I. (1990), Sobotovich E.V., OlkhovikYu.A. et al (1991)]. Actual sources of radioactive elements entering intoground and subterranean water are: the very object\Shelter" carryingecological and nuclear hazard and industrial territory surrounding it;points for temporary location of active wastes (temporary burials) andpoints for burial of radioactive wastes (permanent burials).Every year, a great amount of water penetrates into the object \Shel-ter" with rain, snow, by way of indoor condensation and sprinkling ofradioactive air by water solutions. At low points of block \B" and ma-chine hall water is concentrated with a volume of 3000 - 3500 m3 afterChernobyl plant data [Main Scienti�c and Technical Results...(1994),I.R.Yukhnovskii, A.E.Kobryn et al (1997)]. Availability of water in theobject causes several kinds of danger:� interaction with fuel containing masses (FCM) brings about theincrease of neutron multiplication factor in the system;� transport of solved salts of enriched uranium 235U also increasesthe object's nuclear hazard;� disruption of FCM by water gives rise to uncontrollable indoortransport of radioactivity and radionuclide egress beyond the ob-ject since FCM disruption results in nuclear dust;� parcels of \block" water penetrate into soil surrounding the objectand migrate afterwards with ground and subterranean water of theexclusion zone.The test of \block" water from \Shelter" for elements revealed thataqueous solutions are unique and hold isotopes of uranium 234U, 235U,236U, 238U, plutonium 239Pu, 240Pu, americium 241Am, curium 242Cm,
ICMP{98{35E 2244Cm, cesium 137;134Cs, strontium 90Sr and other elements. The riseof uranium to be leached out of FCM, is observed from 10 mg to 0.1 -0.7 g per 1 liter of water. As a result, there is a jeopardy of progressivepenetration of \block" radioactive water into ground and subterraneanparcels outside the object as well as their pollution by not only cesiumand strontium but also plutonium, americium that constitutes an eco-logical hazard for the environment.Temporary burials are an active sources of radioactive elements (ce-sium, strontium, plutonium, americium). There are burial places forparts of buildings, radioactive soil, forest, parts of metal constructionsand others. Temporary burials were erected under the condition of inten-sive radioactive background during a short time without proper techni-cal design (the lack of waterproof layers) when deactivating the territoryaround the Chernobyl plant. At present, the list of temporary burialscomprises information on 265 burial places in the exclusion zone amongmore then 800 existing ones. Data on the temporary burial \Oil storage"containing active wastes with 1672 Cu activity, are represented most en-tirely. A special attention is attracted by temporary burials near thestation \Yaniv" and \Oil storage" [Ledenev A.I. et al (1995), MishuninaI.B. et al (1995)], \Red wood" [Dzhepo S.P. et al (1995), Kopeikin V.A.(1995)]. A peculiarity of the burial place \Oil storage" is its positioningnear the river Prypjat' to become the most dangerous in view of radioac-tive pollution outow into water parcels. Examination of the temporaryburial \Oil storage" has discovered 14 constantly ooded trenches withradioactive element volume 6900 m3. 25 trenches are �lled with waterduring river oods. The total volume of radioactive wastes in oodedtemporary burials trenches is 23000 m3 [Zhylinskii V.V. et al (1997)]. Infact, all temporary burials in addition to elements 137;134Cs, 90Sr, 106Ru,125Sb and 154Eu contain plutonium isotopes 239Pu, 240Pu. Especial anx-iety is felt because the \cocktail" of the above isotopes can �nd theirway through Prypjat' into Dnieper! In [Bogatov S.A. et al (1990)] theproblem of americium, plutonium solved in ground water of \Red wood"was emphasized. In particular, the Table 1 exhibits isotope abundance(probes were taken on February 1, 1991) in ground water of \Red wood".Americium 241Am is the result of 241Pu �-decay with 14.3 years pe-riod, which had been present in the 4-th power block by the accident. Ithad activity 60 times as large as 238�240Pu. By the accident there hadbeen almost 700 kg of plutonium (239Pu { 420 kg, 240Pu { 175 kg,241Pu {50 kg, 242Pu { 15 kg) in reactor's active core. Remembering that nuclearfuel was utilized during 3 years before the disaster and 241Pu �-decayperiod one can conclude that the amount of dangerous americium 241Am



3 ðÒÅÐÒÉÎÔRadioactive Probe Soluble forms afterelement Cu/l electrodialysis90Sr (860� 260)� 10�10 (180� 50)� 10�10125Sb < 24� 10�10 < 17� 10�10106Ru < 55� 10�10 < 35� 10�10134Cs (33�5)� 10�10 (24�3)� 10�10137Cs (394�12)� 10�10 (330�8)� 10�10144Ce (55�26)� 10�10 � 10�10238Pu (280�30)� 10�12 (52�8)� 10�12239Pu,240Pu (580�60)� 10�12 (101�11)� 10�12241Am (410�90)� 10�12 (87�20)� 10�12244Cm (17�5)� 10�12 (5.4�1.5)� 10�12Table 1. Isotope abundance in ground water of the \Red wood" on Febru-ary 1, 1991.tends to increase this year and in the future. 241Am is an intensive sourceof �-particles creating neptunium 237Np. Its high level into water maynot exceed 1.9� 10�9Cu/l, in air - 1.0� 10�16 Cu/l.Less intensive sources of radioactive elements in ground water of thezone are permanent burials { \Kompleksnyi", \Pidlisnyi", \Buryakivka",with total activity about 120 thousands Cu . The �rst two of them arenot isolated from the environment absolutely because of violating natureprotection rules at their design. In general the amount of active wastesin permanent and temporary burials is estimated to be 1 million m3 withtotal activity 380 thousands Cu [Baryakhtar V.G. (1995)].To reduce ecological hazard of permanent burials, temporary burialsand radioactive water egress from the object \Shelter" it is necessary�rst of all to list radioactive objects and estimate their hazard level.In so doing main ways to minimize permanent and temporary burialsdanger are conservation, termination of water ooding and reburial. Towork out the strategy for the number of measures one needs scienti�cresearches on radioactive elements migration in ground water as well asthorough GIS for both permanent and temporary burials.There is a certain nonconformity between huge quantity of exper-imental information about the content, distribution and transport ofradionuclides in ground, on one hand, and insu�cient level of general-ization of the information on the basis of ideas on the migration mecha-nism of ions and molecules carrying radionuclides in ground, on the other
ICMP{98{35E 4hand. The lack of su�cient analytical information about complex pro-cesses of radionuclide transport in ground does not enable to solve a lotof important problems related to choice and taking measures radionu-clides not to spread out of shelters. We deal with natural shelters forradionuclides, so the main problems are studying the change of capacityof radiation dose above the surface of ground at migration of radionu-clides from the surface inside ground; studying adsorption features ofground (exchange adsorption of cations) and environment (polydisper-sivity, availability of organic combinations to be humic acids) in whichradionuclide migration takes place as well as inuence of these featureson the interaction of radionuclides with ground; description of complexprocesses of radionuclide penetration in grounds with known propertiesduring a �xed time.At present experimental measurements in 30-km zone show the verti-cal radionuclide migration in ground occurs [Silantjev A.N. et al (1989)],due to molecular di�usion and convection ows of moisture and about95% radionuclides are located in upper 2-5 cm of ground. It means thatradionuclide spreading primarily takes place in fertile layer of ground.Thus another dangerous way of transport through the root system ofplants is activated. There is a number of basic moving forces causingactive migration of radionuclides in grounds, namely water movementalong the ground surface, �ltration of atmospheric precipitations insideground, thermal transfer of moisture under the action of temperaturegradients, di�usion of free and adsorbed ions, transfer on colloid parti-cles and through the root system of plants as well as practical activi-ty of people. In particular, the vertical migration of radionuclides 90Sr,137Cs, 239;240Pu in upper ground layers at the Chernobyl nuclear pow-er plant was considered experimentally and by mathematic modeling inrecent papers [Ivanov Yu.A. et al I, II, III (1996), Avramenko V.I. etal (1994)]. It was proposed a mathematic model for radionuclide mi-gration in upper ground layer to be treated as a continuous medium.Another actual aspect of investigations is connected with modeling ofradionuclide migration for 90Sr, 137Cs from the \Shelter" object into ageologic medium [Kivva S.L. (1997)]. For this purpose a combined modelof moisture and radionuclide transport adapted by MSTS code [WhiteM.D., and Nichols W.E. (1992), White M.D., and Nichols W.E. (1993)]in saturated - nonsaturated porous medium was used. The lack of suit-able experimental and �eld studies excluded the possibility of completevalidating the model. Mathematic simulation of radionuclide transportby surface water from the vicinity of the Chernobyl nuclear power plantis presented in [Zheleznjak M.J. (1997)] using macroscopic equations of



5 ðÒÅÐÒÉÎÔradionuclide transport hydrodynamics [Onishi Y. et al (1981), CungeJ.A. et al (1986), Hofer H. and Bayer A. (1993)]. The results of mod-eling have been used to substantiate countermeasures in the Chernobylzone and to predict seasonal and annual radionuclide dynamics in thecascade of Dnieper storage lakes.Experimental and theoretical investigations of radionuclide migra-tion in grounds [Eisenbud M. (1966), Prokhorov V.M. (1981)], that hadbeen of active interest before Chernobyl disaster too, show that themain transport way consists in radionuclide di�usion complicated by theground features such as heterogeneity, porosity, property to adsorb ionsand so on. To describe radionuclide di�usion theoretically in grounds,mainly a phenomenological approach [Prokhorov V.M. (1981)] is usedon the basis of modifying the di�usion Fick's equations by parameterscharacterizing the features of ground underconsideration as a continuousmedium with constant di�usion coe�cient for radionuclides, obtainedfrom experiment. Perhaps, such an approach can not describe compli-cated migration processes of radionuclides including speci�c interactionswith ions, molecules, colloid particles in ground. The mathematic mod-eling of radionuclide transport in upper ground layers in papers [Avra-menko V.I. et (1994), Ivanov Yu.A. et III. (1996), Kivva S.L. (1997),Zheleznjak M.J. (1997)] is performed on the basis of macroscopic di�u-sion and hydrodynamic equations in which transport coe�cients, name-ly, di�usion coe�cient, adsorption - desorption constants are problem'sparameters to be primarily determined experimentally. These parame-ters, i.e. di�usion coe�cients, constants of adsorption, desorption involvemechanisms of radionuclide interaction with water subsystem and thevery ground particles. They depend on the temperature, particle con-centration, pressure, medium pH and contain more important informa-tion on mechanisms of radionuclide interaction with particles of aqueoussolutions and ground than di�usion or hydrodynamics equations. In in-homogeneous mediums these parameters depend on spatial coordinatesessentially. Hence, to study radionuclide migration statistical approachesare needed. They should be based on equivalent taking into account bothof radioactive particles and ions, water molecules, colloid particles whoseavailability can strongly a�ect the radionuclide movement. We start anumber of papers on the problem of such a clayey barrier that wouldallow water molecules to di�use but �ltrate radioactive elements.In section 2 we obtain inhomogeneous di�usion equations for ra-dionuclides in the system \water radioactive solution{ground" by meansof Zubarev nonequilibrium statistical operator method [Zubarev D.N.(1971), Zubarev D., Morozov V., R�opke G. (1996)] as well as perform
ICMP{98{35E 6an approximate analytical calculation of inhomogeneous di�usion co-e�cients for particles, expressed via interaction potentials, singlet andmany-body distribution functions. In section 3 approximate analyticaland numerical calculations of singlet and pair distribution functions arecarried out for ions UO2+2 , Sr2+, Cs+ in the system \water radioactivesolution{clayey ground", water subsystem being considered as a dielec-tric medium. In section 4 within the framework of such an ionic approach,numerical computations of inhomogeneous di�usion coe�cients for ionsUO2+2 , Sr2+, Cs+ near the interface \water radioactive solution{clayeyground" are done.2. Inhomogeneous di�usion equations for the system\water radioactive solution{clayey ground".Speci�c feature of water solutions containing radioactive elements suchas uranium (238U, 235U, 234U) plutonium, strontium, cesium and so on isthat the radioactive elements can make up various types of hydrated ions,molecules, double and shifted complexes, mononuclear and polynuclearhydrolysis products, colloid particles [Davydov Yu.P. (1978), HoekstraH.R. and Kutz J.J. (1954), Milyukov M.S. et al. (1965)]. Experimentalinvestigations for studying radionuclide concentrations in grounds in the30-km zone [Sobotovich E.V. and Chabanenko S.I. (1990)] point to theavailability of a speci�c type of technogeneous uranium with high contentof 235U isotope which demonstrates anion properties in salt acidic solu-tions. Obviously, when describing the transfer of radionuclides that areactive in forming complexes, hydrolysis and radiolysis in solutions, theconcept of ion exchange chromatography [Rachinskij V.V. (1964), Belit-skij A.S. and Orlova E.I. (1968), Prokhorov V.M. (1981)] is not correctand it requires a statistical modi�cation taking into account processesand character of interparticle interactions. The formation of complex or-ganic mineral and metal organic combinations in cation, anion, neutralforms in the presence of radionuclides was searched in many works. In[Straub C.P. (1965)] the existence of anion and neutral complexes ofradioactive cesium (23% and 9% of general content respectively) wasfound on the basis of electrodialysis results of river radioactive water.The formation of molecular complexes is a characteristic for radioactiveruthenium (till 50% of general content in solution). All three types ofstrontium (cation - 66%, anion - 26%, neutral - 8%) were discovered inground water gathered in regions of 90Sr precipitation on the territoryof Ural (during 1961-1966) [Dibobes M.K. et al (1967)]. The same formsof radionuclide migration are found in the Chernobyl zone [Avramenko



7 ðÒÅÐÒÉÎÔV.I. et (1994), Ivanov Yu.A. et III. (1996), Kivva S.L. (1997), ZheleznjakM.J. (1997), see Baryakhtar V.G. (1995)].It follows from this rather short review about forms, in which ra-dionuclides are available in water or other solutions, that radionuclidesform mainly complicated complexes of three types, namely cation, anionand neutral (colloid particles, polymers). The existence of these formsshould be taken into account when describing the radionuclide transportin ground, mixture separation (extraction of radioactive elements) byultra�ltration.In ground a part of ions is adsorbed while another one is solved. Sothe di�usion of every isolated ion consists of consequent processes. Theseare slow di�usion in adsorbed state, transition into a solution as theresult of ionic exchange, faster di�usion in the solution and returning inthe adsorbed state. At the same time cation di�usion di�ers from anionone in grounds. In particular, grounds usually (except phosphate-ions)adsorb anions slightly. That is why the latter di�use easy in a liquidphase. Solid phase of ground will a�ect anion transport as a geometricalbarrier as well as by double electric layer at the interface if exists. On thecontrary, cations are involved into ionic exchange with those adsorbedby solid phase surface.Here we do not treat slow di�usion in the adsorbed state or ionicexchange processes which could be described as the chemical reactionsA + B �B',where B - adsorption centres on ground's solid phase, A-particles (ions,molecules) of a water solution. Formulating the problem of ow of a wa-ter solutions with radioactive elements through clayey ground we con-sider the statistical model in which the solution is a mixture of watermolecules, molecular complexes containing radioactive elements as wellas positively (UO2+2 , Sr2+, Cs+, PuO2+2 and their hydrated groups) andnegatively (OH)�p charged ions. We model clayey ground with dielec-tric constant "t as a porous medium consisting of certain molecules of tspecies and water molecules, concentration of the latter being consider-ably lower in comparison with that in solution. Under the situation dif-fusion ow of solution particles into clayey ground phase appears due todi�erent concentrations of water molecules in solution and clayey ground.The question arises at what characteristic features of clayey ground wa-ter molecules will di�use through it but ions and molecular complexescontaining radioactive elements will be detained and till what depth ionswill penetrate into ground due to interaction unless dynamic equilibriumof solutions in two phases comes.Let us assume water solution as the �rst phase, volume V1, clayey
ICMP{98{35E 8ground the second one, volume V2 . We represent the Hamiltonian ofthe system in the form:H =X� N�Xj=1 p2j2m� + 12X�;�Xj 6=l ���(rjl) +X� N�Xj=1 MXt=1 ��s(rjt)+12 MXs6=s0 �(rss0) + MXs=1Ws(z); (2.1)where pj - momentum of j-th particle of �-species in solution, m�,m�- mass and amount of �-species particles. �, � may denote watermolecules, positively, negatively charged ions, neutral molecules with ra-dionuclides. ���(rjl)- interaction potential for particles of �- and �-species in a solution. ��s(rjt)- interaction potential between solutionparticles and clayey ground ones, �(rss0)- potential of interaction be-tween ground molecules,Ws(z) = 1; zi < 0Ws(z) = 0; zi � 0 (2.2){ Gibbs potential that prevents penetration of s-species molecules intothe �rst phase. Information about the interaction energy between watermolecules, ions and molecules containing radionuclides is very impor-tant for such a formulation of the problem but at the same time it is acomplicated question of the interaction theory. In this paper we use ion-ic model of water solutions in spatially inhomogeneous case [KurylyakI.I. and Yukhnovskii I.R. (1982), Kurylyak I.I. (1979), Yukhnovskii I.R.,Holovko M.F. and Sovyak E.N. (1982), Kurylyak I.I. (1983)]. We willpresent a concrete form of interaction potentials in the next chapterwhen searching for equilibrium distribution functions of molecules andions in solution in the presence of clayey ground.The di�usion of particles from solution phase into clayey ground isa process of straight osmosis. To investigate such di�usion processes,nonequilibrium average particle densities h^n�(rl)it of each species � intwo phases are accepted to be parameters of abbreviated description,where ^n�(rl) = N�Xj=1 �(rl � rj) (2.3)-microscopic particle density for �-species in a phase l. h� � �it =R (dx)NN ! � � �



9 ðÒÅÐÒÉÎÔ� � � �(xN ; t) is the de�nition of mean value with total nonequilibrium dis-tribution function for ions and molecules of solution and clayey groundparticles, which satis�es the Liouville equation:@@t�(xN ; t) + iLN�(xN ; t) = 0; (2.4)iLN is the Liouville operator appropriate to the Hamiltonian (2.1) of thesystem:iLN = N�X�;j=1 pjm� @@rj �X�� N�;N�Xj 6=k � @@rj���(rj ; rk) @@pj+ @@rk���(rj ; rk) @@pk��X� N�Xj=1 @@rj��s(rj ; rt) @@pjwith ���(rj ; rk) = ���(rj ; rk) + '��(rj ; rk) ;���(rj ; rk) being a long-range part whereas '��(rj ; rk) is a short-rangepart of interaction. They are given in the next chapter. The structureof the Liouville operator reects the fact that the subsystem "clayeyground" is considered as an equilibrium one. xj = frj ;pjg is the coor-dinate and momentum of j-th particle.In accordance to the abbreviated description of di�usion processes intwo-phase system \water solution { clayey ground", the nonequilibriumdistribution function will be sought as a functional of nonequilibriummean particle densities h^n�(rl)it of each species in two phases�(xN ; t) = �(: : : fh^n�(rl)itg : : :) (2.5)It is important to note that the change of quantity h^n�(rl)it in spaceand time occurs due to di�usion, interdi�usion caused by intrinsic in-teractions in the system. Moreover, h^n�(rl)it can vary for radionuclidessuch as U, Pu, Am, Sr, Cs and others because of �-, �-, -radiation,processes of nuclear capture and �ssion when interacting with neutronsin the system. Hence, a more consistent description requires the pro-cesses related to �-, �-, -radiation and radionuclide interaction withneutrons to be incorporated in Hamoltonian (2.1). In so doing, besidesradionuclide di�usion it is necessary to study in equal terms the di�u-sion of heat neutrons in the system. It makes the statistical descriptionof particle di�usion in the two-phase system \water solution { clayeyground" much more complicated. So we note in advance that variations
ICMP{98{35E 10of h^n�(rl)it related to �-, �-, -radiation and nuclear processes of in-teraction with neutrons will be taken into account correctly by suitableterms in �nal di�usion equations and they will not be treated explicitly.To �nd a nonequilibrium distribution function �(xN ; t) of all parti-cles and, hence, transport equations for h^n�(rl)it one has to solve Liou-ville equation (2.4) with appropriate boundary conditions. For this pur-pose we apply the Zubarev nonequilibrium statistical operator method[Zubarev D.N. (1971), Zubarev D., Morozov V., R�opke G. (1996)] andrepresent a general solution to the Liouville equation on the basis ofideas of an abbreviated description in the form:�(xN ; t) = �q(xN ; t)� (2.6)� tZ�1 e"(t0�t)T (t; t0)(1�Pq(t0))iLN�q(xN ; t0)dt0wherein "! +0 after the thermodynamic limiting transition, T (t; t0) istime evolution operator taking into account projectionT (t; t0) = exp+8<: tZt0 (1�Pq(t00))iLNdt009=; ;Pq(t) is the Kawasaki-Gunton projection operator, its structure beingdetermined by the quasiequilibrium distribution function �q(xN ; t) forparticles in the system.For the de�ned set of abbreviated description parameters h^n�(rl)it,quasiequilibrium distribution function, which serves as an auxiliary oneto �nd �q(xN ; t), is derived from extremum of informational entropy[Zubarev D.N. (1971)]:�q(xN ; t) = exp8<:��(t)� �0@H �X� Xl ZVl drl��(rl; t)^n�(rl)1A9=; ;(2.7)in which �(t) is found from the normalization conditionR d�N�q(xN ; t) = 1:�(t) = ln Z d�N exp8<:��(t)� �0@H �X� Xl ZVl drl��(rl; t)^n�(rl)1A9=; ;



11 ðÒÅÐÒÉÎÔ� = 1kBT , kB is the Boltzman constant, T is the equilibrium temperature.Parameters ��(rl; t) are determined from the selfconsistency conditionsh^n�(rl)it = h^n�(rl)itq (2.8)to be local chemical potentials for particles of �-species in the phase l.h� � �itq = R (dx)NN ! � � � �q(xN ; t). In the case of quasiequilibrium distributionfunction (2.7), the projection operator Pq(t) in expression (2.6) for totaldistribution function �(xN ; t) has the following formPq(t)�0 = ��q(xN ; t)�X� Xl ZVl drl ��q(xN ; t)�h^n�(rl)it h^n�(rl)it��Z d�N �0+X� Xl ZVl drl ��q(xN ; t)�h^n�(rl)it h^n�(rl)it Z d�N ^n�(rl)�0and propertiesPq(t)Pq(t0) = Pq(t); Pq(t)�q(xN ; t) = �q(xN ; t);Pq(t)(1�Pq(t)) = 0; Pq(t)�(xN ; t) = �q(xN ; t):With the help of nonequilibrium distribution function �(xN ; t) and rela-tionship @@t h^n�(rl)it = hiLN ^n�(rl)it, we obtain the nonlinear di�usionequation for h^n�(rl)it:@@t h^n�(rl)it = X� Xf ZVf drf tZ�1 e"(t0�t) @@rlD��(rl; rf ; t; t0)� @@rf ��(rf ; t0)dt0; (2.9)where D��(rl; rf ; t; t0) = Z d�N (1�P(t))^J�(rl)�T (t; t0)(1�P(t0))^J�(rf )�q(xN ; t0) (2.10)are generalized di�usion coe�cients. ^J�(rl) is a vector of ux densityfor �-species particles coupled with ^n�(rl) by the discontinuity equation@@t ^n�(rl) = � @@rl ^J�(rl);

ICMP{98{35E 12P(t) is the time dependent Mori projection operator that acts on dy-namic variables,P(t)^a(r) = h^a(r)itq +X� Xl ZVl drl �h^a(r)itq�h^n�(rl)it �^n�(rl)� h^n�(rl)it� ;with the properties P(t)P(t0) = P(t), P(t)(1�P(t)) = 0, P(t)^n�(rl) =^n�(rl).We have obtained the system of nonlinear equations (2.9) describingnonlinear nonstationary di�usion processes in which moving forces aregradients of chemical potentials @@rl��(rl; t) of particles in solution inthe phase l.We consider below linear stationary di�usion processes in the system\water radionuclide solution { ground". They can be governed by dif-fusion equations in linear approximation on gradients of local chemicalpotentials ��(rl; t). Then eliminating with the help of selfconsistencyconditions (2.8) and (2.7) local chemical potentials from (2.9) in linearapproximation on ���(rl; t) (���(rl; t) = ��(rl; t) � ��(rl)) we arriveat the system of di�usion equations which after a correct considerationof terms connected with the variation of h^n�(rl)it due to nuclear trans-formations is modi�ed to yield:1. Water solution region, volume V1:@@t�n�(r1; t) = �X� ZV1 dr01 tZ�1 e"(t0�t) @@r1D��(r1; r01; t; t0)� @@r01 �n�(r01; t0)dt0�X� ZV2 dr02 tZ�1 e"(t0�t) @@r1D��(r1; r02; t; t0)� @@r02 �n�(r02; t0)dt0�X� A��1 (r1; t)�n�(r1; t)�X� A�1 (r1; t)�n�(r1; t) ; (2.11)where D��(r1; r01; t; t0) are generalized di�usion coe�cients for ions andmolecules, describing transport in the volume V1 of water solution.D��(r1; r02; t; t0) describe di�usion of ions and molecules from the volumeV1 into the volume V2 { clayey ground.



13 ðÒÅÐÒÉÎÔ2. Clayey ground, volume V2,@@t�n�(r2; t) = �X� ZV1 dr01 tZ�1 e"(t0�t) @@r2D��(r2; r01; t; t0)� @@r01 �n�(r01; t0)dt0�X� ZV2 dr02 tZ�1 e"(t0�t) @@r2D��(r2; r02; t; t0)� @@r02 �n�(r02; t0)dt0�X� A��2 (r2; t)�n�2 (r2; t)�X� A�2 (r2; t)�n�2 (r2; t) ; (2.12)Correlation functions D��(r2; r01; t; t0) describe di�usion of ions and mo-lecules from clayey ground phase into solution and D��(r2; r02; t; t0) {di�usion of ions and molecules in clayey ground. In the system of trans-port equations (2.11), (2.12) �n�(rl; t) are nonequilibrium averages ofparticle density uctuations for �-species particles in a phase l:�n�(rl; t) = hn�(rl)it � hn�(rl)i0; (2.13)�0(xN ;P ) { equilibrium distribution function for the two phase system:�0(xN ) = ��1 exp���(H �X� 2Xl=1 ZVl drl ��(rl) ^n�l (rl)� ; (2.14)� = Z (dx)NN ! exp���(H �X� 2Xl=1 ZVl drl ��(rl) ^n�l (rl)�; (2.15)� { partition function in which inhomogeneity of the system \watersolution-clayey ground"is taken into account by the term�X� 2Xl=1 ZVl drl ��(rl) ^n�l (rl)with ��(rl) as chemical potential of �-species particles in a phase l. H -the system's Hamiltonian, its potential part will be de�ned in the nextchapter.

ICMP{98{35E 14The last two terms in (2.11) and (2.12) describe a radionuclide den-sity variation in time because of nuclear transformations promoted byneutrons and spontaneous decay. The �rst one describes of �-speciesradionuclide from all the other nuclei � as a result of (n,), �-, �-, - de-cays as well as (n,f) �ssion if the relevant �-species radionuclide belongsto �ssion products. The second term describes a decay (disappearance)of �-species radionuclide under the action of neutrons and natural ra-dioactive decay. Functions A��(r; t), A�(r; t) are rates for reactions tobe representedA��(r; t) = 1Z0 J(r;E; t)���(E) dE + L�� ��� ; (2.16)A�(r; t) = 1Z0 J(r;E; t)��(E) dE + ��� ; (2.17)Here J(r;E; t) is the spectrum of neutron density uxes in a point r atthe moment t; ���(E) is the microscopic section of �-species radionu-clide formation at catching neutron with energy E by �-species nucleus.��(E) is the microscopic section of neutron capture with energy E by�-species nucleus. L�� is the probability for creation of �-species ra-dionuclide at radioactive decay of �-species nucleus. ��,�� are decayconstants of �-, �-species nuclei. The time dependence of reaction ratesA��(r; t),A�(r; t) is determined by that of spectrum of neutron densityuxes J(r;E; t). Neutron spatial energetic distribution in its turnde-pends on spatial distribution and concentration of radionuclides in thesystem so actually neutron �eld and time variation of density of actinidesor �ssion products are closely related. One has to note that the equa-tion system for di�usion of solution's ions and molecules (2.11), (2.12)does not take into account the transport processes, related to rotation-al degrees of freedom of water molecules and molecular complexes withradionuclides but it will be considered through equilibrium distributionfunctions for ions and molecules at calculation of generalized di�usioncoe�cients.D��(rl; r0f ; t; t0) = X� X ZV� dr00� h(1� P0)^J�l (rl)�T (t; t0)(1� P0)^J� (r00� )i0� ~F�1(r00; r0)��f�� ; (2.18)where T0(t; t0) = expf(1� P0)(t0 � t) iLNg



15 ðÒÅÐÒÉÎÔis the time evolution operator taking into account projection; P0 is linearMori projection operator that acts on dynamic variables:P0A = hAi0 +X�� Xlf Z drldr0f hA^n�l (rl)i0 � ~F�1(r; r0)���lf ^n�f (r0f ) :� ~F�1(r; r0)�lf�� are elements of the matrix ~F�1(r; r0), inverted to~F (r; r0), consisting of elements f lf��(r; r0):f lf��(r; r0) = h^n�(rl) ^n�(r0f )i0 (2.19)to be pair equilibrium distribution functions for ions and molecules intwo phases, that may be calculated from partition function (2.15).To analyze the system of di�usion equations for ions and molecules(2.11), (2.12) in the system "water solution - clayey ground" one hasto calculate generalized coe�cients (2.18) for two phase system. In thepaper [Tokarchuk M.V. et al (1993)] their analytical calculation in Gaussapproximation of time dependence was carried out:D��(rl; rf ; t; t0) = ���0 (rl; rf ) exp(����2 (rl; rf )2! (t� t0)2) ; (2.20)���2 (rl; rf ) = ���2 (rl; rf )���0 (rl; rf ) ; (2.21)where the zeroth moment and the second one are expressed in terms ofequilibrium distribution functions and interaction potentials for ions andmolecules:���0 (rl; r0f ) = X� X ZV� dr00� h(1� P0)^J�l (rl)(1� P0)^J� (r00� )i0�� ~F�1(r00; r0)���f = 1m�KBTf�l (rl)� ~F�1(r; r0)���lf ; (2.22)���2 (rl; r0f ) = X� X ZV� dr00� h(1� P0)^J�l (rl) [(1� P0)iLN ]2�(1� P0)^J� (r00� )i0 � ~F�1(r00; r0)���f : (2.23)After some tedious algebra we obtain���2 (rl; rf ) =

ICMP{98{35E 16= 13m�� @2@r2l U�(rl) +X � Z @2@r2l ��(rl; rf ) F�2 (rl; rf )f�1 (rl) drf�++ 53m�� @2@r2l U�(rl) +X � Z � @2@r2l ��(rl; rf ) F�2 (rl; rf )f�1 (rl) ++ @@rl��(rl; rf ) @@rl F�2 (rl; rf )f�1 (rl) � drf�: (2.24)As it can be seen, the zeroth moment and the second one are ex-pressed in terms of one- and two-body equilibrium distribution functionstogether with interaction potentials for solution's ions and molecules andclayey ground molecules. As a result from investigation of generalizeddi�usion coe�cients for ions and molecules (2.20) the problem appearsto calculate the distribution functions of ions and molecules for the twophase system "water solution - clayey ground".3. Approximate calculation of equilibrium distribu-tion functions in a two phase systemActive elements are supposed to be present in water in small amounts.Within this model, the active elements particles (UO2+2 , Cs+, Sr2+) areconsidered as charged hard spheres having the overall charge to be com-pensated according to the electroneutrality condition by negative OH�-groups in continuous medium with the dielectric constant "p = 81 (wa-ter).To investigate the di�usion of active particles it is necessary to knowthe structure of a solution near clayey wall. The problem reduces toa treatment of the model \aqueous radioactive solution-clayey wall",the second phase being a continuous medium with the dielectric con-stant "c = 1� 15 (clay). In this approach, pro�les are a�ected by bothstructural ordering caused by own sizes and the presence of surface andelectrostatic images to be most pronounced at small distances. However,their consecutive consideration is fairly intricate problem. To this endwe used the �rst equation of BBGKY-chain modi�ed to describe imagecharges. These latter are assumed to be �ctitious charged particles insidethe wall (clay, volume V2), which have charges "p�"c"p+"c Zie and sizes �i,wherein Zie , �i are charges and sizes of particles in the solution (volumeV1).Taking the above model into account we can write down explicitly



17 ðÒÅÐÒÉÎÔthe potentials entering the Liouville operator:'��(rj ; rk) = '��(jrj � rkj) = 'hs��(rjk); (3.1)'hs��(rjk) = 1; rjk < �j + �k2 ; (3.2)'hs��(rjk) = 0; rjk � �j + �k2 (3.3){ hard sphere potential; �j stands for diameter of j-th particle.���(rj ; rk) = �C��(rjk) = Zje Zkerjk (3.4){Coulomb interaction between ions; rjk{distance between particles.The potential ��s(rj ; rk) of a particle interaction with wall reducesin essence to that with electrostatic images. It has the obvious form��s(rj ; rk) = �im��(r0jk) = "p � "c"p + "c Zje Zker0jk ; (3.5)where primed rjk means the k-th ion's image is in di�erent phase 2(ground) rather than in that of ionic solution. In the case of interactionwith own image, the potential becomes singlet and dependent on theonly distance from the wall z1. We denote it as U�1 (z1), it is completelyde�ned below by (3.8).If to apply the method given in [Bogoliubov N.N. (1970)] and takeinto account symmetry along the wall we arrive at the following equationcoupling singlet and pair distribution functions:@f�1 (z1)@z1 + @U�1 (z1)@z1 f�1 (z1) ++X� �� ZV @r2� @@z1 ('hs��(r12) + �C��(r12))F��2 (z1�; z2� ; r2�) ++X� �0� ZV 0 @r02� @@z1�im��(r012)F��2 (z1�; z02�; r02�) = 0; (3.6)wherein the interaction potentials have just been discussed, f�1 , F��2 aresinglet and pair distribution functions entering also (2.24). �� ,�0� are thedensities of �-species particles and their images. (Clearly �� = �0�). Itis easily seen that the second integral term takes into account imagee�ects on equal terms. But at small concentrations integral terms areminor (pair correlation is not essential) so ionic distribution near the
ICMP{98{35E 18surface is determined by the potential U�1 (z1) that is advantageous to useas screened potential. The problem of point particles screened potentialnear a hard wall has a rigorous analytical solution [Blum L. (1975),Yukhnovskii I.R., Kurylyak I.I. and Sovyak E.N. (1979)]. In the case ofion-ion interaction the result is:g(r1; r2) = �Z1Z2e2"p (e��r12r12 + "p � "c"p + "c e��r012r012 ) ; (3.7)with r012{distance between the �rst particle and the image of the second
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Figure 1. Qualitative distribution functions of active particles near theinterface \aqueous solution{clayey wall".one. It is evident that the potential consists of a bulk part dependent onr12 and a surface one. The problem of bulk screened potential evaluationfor arbitrary amount of ions having distinct sizes and valences is solvedin [Blum L. (1975)]. We make use of the result for small concentrationsin view of that the potential of an inhomogeneous system is expressedthrough bulk ones as is seen from (3.7). ThusU�1 (z1) = "p � "c"p + "c (Z�1 e)2"p 12z1 �2�� �2 expf�2�(2z1 � ��)g; (3.8)z > ��=2;in which � is the standard Debye radius, 2� is new screening radius to



19 ðÒÅÐÒÉÎÔbe speci�ed by the following equation system4�2 = e2"p X� ��X2� ; X� = Z� � �2 �2�1� �Pm1 + ��� ;Pm = X� ����Z�1 + ���1 + �2(1� �)X� ���3�1 + ��� ; � = �6 X� ���3� ; �� = N�=V;wherein � stands for active ions including negative OH�-groups with thedensity to satisfy the general electroneutrality condition for the systemX� ��Z2� = 0:Then the solution of (3.6) under the condition f�(1)=1 is the followingf�(z) = exp(�U�1 (z)): (3.9)For pair distribution function the superposition approximation yields:F��2 (z1; z2; r) = f�(z1)f�(z2)F��2 (r) == exp(�U�1 (z1)� U�1 (z2) + g(z1; z2; r)) (3.10)Figures 1, 2 show qualitative pro�les for ions UO2+2 , Cs+, Sr2+ to beestimated at various concentrations with the aid of (3.9). It can be seenthat small concentrations of active elements result in essential wall e�ecteven at long distance while large ones bring about screening due to whichthe system quickly attains bulk properties. Moreover in the case of smallconcentrations, the ionic behavior is determined by their valences only{curves for bivalent uranilum and strontium coincide but di�er from thatfor univalent cesium. At high concentrations ionic sizes reveal themselves{uranilum and strontium assume individual distribution features at theinterface \aqueous radioactive solution{clayey wall".4. Calculation of inhomogeneous di�usion coe�cientfor ions UO2+2 , Cs+, Sr2+ in the system \water ra-dioactive solution { clayey ground"The obtained distribution functions (33), (34) for ions UO2+2 , Cs+arequalitatively correct as to a structural distribution near the surface \wa-ter radioactive solution { clayey ground". Using them we are going to
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Figure 2. The same as in Fig.1 but for distinct concentrations.perform the calculation of inhomogeneous di�usion coe�cients for ionsUO2+2 , Cs+, Sr2+ in the aqueous solution interacting with glassy nuclearmagma. For this purpose only Markovian transport processes of ions insolutions will be considered. Then from equations (11)-(12) the meanux of k-species particles in the phase l is represented by the followingexpression:j�(rl; t) = �X� Xl0 ZVl0 dr0lD��(rl; r0l) @@r0l �n�(r0l; t); (4.1)where D��(rl; r0l) are normalized inhomogeneous di�usion coe�cients tobe related to generalized coe�cients D��(rl; r0l; t; t0) (18) in the way:D��(rl; r0l) = 1Z0 d�D��(rl; r0l; �): (4.2)We omit phase indices, because only the phase of aqueous solution willbe treated. In Gaussian approximation (2.20) for D��(r; r0) we haveD��(r; r0) = 1Z0 d����0 (r; r0) exp(����2 (r; r0)2! �2) = (4.3)= ���0 (r; r0)s �2���2 (r; r0)
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Figure 3. Di�usion coe�cients of active particles near the interface\aqueous solution{clayey wall".The function h ~F�1(rl; rl0)ikk0 in (2.18) is de�ned in terms of directcorrelation function c��2 (r; r0):h ~F�1(r; r0l)i�� = ����(r � r0)f�1 (r0) � c��2 (r; r0): (4.4)Along with (38) the expression for uxes (35) takes the following form^j�(r; t) = D��(r) @@r �n�(r; t) + (4.5)+X� ZV dr0D��(r; r0) @@r0 �n�(r0; t);where D��(r) = D�(r) = kBTm� r �2���2 (r) (4.6)is inhomogeneous selfdi�usion coe�cient for �-species particle with re-spect to nuclear magma{aqueous solution interface, whereasD��(r; r0) = kBTm� f�1 (r)c��2 (r; r0)s �2���2 (r; r0) (4.7)
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Figure 4. The same as in Fig.4 but for distinct concentrations.is the inhomogeneous interdi�usion coe�cient for �- and �-species par-ticles with respect to the interface.The interdi�usion coe�cient is determined by direct correlation func-tion c��2 (r; r0) which is an auxiliary one in the theory of integral equa-tions. It is usually accepted in some form. To avoid supplement approx-imations we have calculated only selfdi�usion coe�cients for the sameconcentrations at which distribution functions were evaluated. The ratioof selfdi�usion coe�cient to bulk value is plotted in �gures 3, 4 as afunction of the distance to ground wall. The general behaviour of thecoe�cient is determined by the valency like it was for density pro�les(Figures 1 and 2). Far from the interface the coe�cient tends unity,namely, the system attains bulk properties. For ions of cesium this oc-curs faster. Near the surface the coe�cients increase, ionic mobility isgreater. At the same time, the electrostatic repulsion prevents the ap-proach of radioactive ions to the interface even if water can penetratethrough clayey wall. Due to large di�usion coe�cient in this region, themobility of ions is high, hence, they easily return to water solution.5. ConclusionWe have considered the modern picture of radionuclide migration fromthe \Shelter" object and temporary burials of radwastes into soil andground water of Chernobyl zone. This problem was very actively dis-



23 ðÒÅÐÒÉÎÔcussed in recent papers [Kivva S.L. (1997), Zheleznjak M.I. (1997)],where mathematical models proposed to predict the radionuclide migra-tion, depend on parameters, namely, coe�cients of di�usion, adsorption,desorbtion to be accepted as constants for individual homogeneous layerscomposing all the system. As a rule, these parameters are determinedexperimentally at �xed temperature, concentrations and pH of medium.This restricts the mathematical modeling of migration in wide region ofparameters' values to a great extent.We have proposed a statistical di�usion model to calculate structuraldistribution and inhomogeneous di�usion coe�cients for ions UO2+2 ,Cs+, Sr2+ in the system \clayey ground{water solution", taking intoaccount a spatial inhomogeneity, electrostatic e�ects, in particular ionicimages, and dimension e�ects related to particle sizes. The model can besaid to be still a qualitative one as it does not treat explicitly the inter-action of solution ions and molecules with ground particles that wouldcorrespond the consideration of its absorption and desorption proper-ties. In our approach, the problem can be solved by the introductionof appropriate potentials for ground-solution interaction in the Hamil-tonian (2.1). In so doing, it is clear that the behavior of inhomogeneousdi�usion coe�cients D�(z) near the very surface would di�er from thatplotted in �gures 4 and 5. We are going to perform such calculations infuture papers that is important in view of selection of a clayey screen toterminate the radionuclide migration. The formulas obtained for inho-mogeneous di�usion coe�cients may be computed versus temperature,concentration and provide the consideration of details of particle interac-tion and structural distribution in the system. The analytical expressionsfor inhomogeneous di�usion coe�cients might be used as input param-eters in equations of di�usion and hydrodynamics for inhomogeneousmediums, in particular those described in [Kivva S.L. (1997), Zhelezn-jak M.I. (1997)]. At the same time, both inhomogeneity and particleinteraction will be considered.In future papers we hope to complicate the di�usion including thesolvent, i.e. rotational and translational motions of water molecules aswell as the interaction of solution molecules with ground surface, in par-ticular bentonite clay.AcknowledgementsThis work has been supported by International Association for Promo-tion of Cooperation between NIS countries and European Community(the grant INTAS - Ukraine-95-0133).
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